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Industrial weed control and right-of-way spray application equipment that employs direct chemical 
technology is becoming more sophisticated and user friendly in recent years. In-cab controllers 
now have the capacity to monitor and control up to six injection pumps and both multiple product 
and variable application rates, using preprogrammed prescription files. Utilizing GPS guidance, 
spray controllers can produce detailed application maps and site specific job reports that include 
acres (or miles) sprayed, applied active ingredient totals and other job specific requirements such 
as multi line or shape files of the actual application, weather and equipment used. 

This versatility has been matched by an evolution of spraying application devices and booms. With 
the systems’ ability to react to rapid swath width changes and/or changes in spread as experienced 
in roadside and ditch bank spraying, the use of “boomless” spray nozzles and spraying devices has 
become more readily acceptable and very necessary.  

Boomless heads that include the capacity to increase and decrease swath widths using individual 
control of nozzle “clusters” are in great demand for right of way, ditch bank and flood control 
channel maintenance. These clusters might create patterns as narrow as twelve inches or broad 
multiple swaths or swaths as great as twenty or thirty feet. Unlike the “Off Center” single boom 
nozzles, multiple nozzle boomless spray heads utilize “zero” degree spray tips in multiple nozzle 
clusters or groups to cover individual segments of the sprayed pattern. Individual pin streams are 
set up to fill a narrow potion of a sprayed swath. 

“Zero” degree spray tips are noted for the coarse droplets created in the pin shaped stream. 
However, there is still the potential for drift off target as the projected stream completes its’ 
trajectory from the tip to the target. Smaller droplet sizes and drift off target are not suitable for 
most roadside applications due to drift off target into sensitive vegetation areas that might border 
a right ow way. 

Air induction is a fairly recent breakthrough in nozzle design and has created an excellent tool for 
use in boomless heads. Based on an internal venture incorporated into the nozzle design, the 
introduction and mixing of ambient air into the sprayed stream as it passes through the nozzle has 
created the capacity to increase droplet average median diameter size by as much as 400%. The 
resulting pin streams contain significantly larger droplets, demonstrate better wetting 
characteristics and produce a more clearly defined swath width with readily discerned reduction 
of drift particles and overspray. 
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